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Cohen JY, Heitz RP, Schall JD, Woodman GF. On the origin of event-related potentials indexing covert attentional selection during visual search. J Neurophysiol 102: 2375–2386, 2009. First published August 12, 2009; doi:10.1152/jn.00680.2009. Despite nearly a century of electrophysiological studies recording extracranially from humans and intracranially from monkeys, the neural generators of nearly all human event-related potentials (ERPs) have not been definitively localized. We recorded an attention-related ERP component, known as the N2pc, simultaneously with intracranial spikes and local field potentials (LFPs) in macaques to test the hypothesis that an attentional-control structure, the frontal eye field (FEF), contributed to the generation of the macaque homologue of the N2pc (m-N2pc). While macaques performed a difficult visual search task, the search target was selected earliest by spikes from single FEF neurons, later by FEF LFPs, and latest by the m-N2pc. This neurochronometric comparison provides an empirical bridge connecting macaque and human experiments and a step toward localizing the neural generator of this important attention-related ERP component.

INTRODUCTION

The electroencephalogram (EEG) has long been used as an electrophysiological measure of human brain activity (Berger 1929). Time-averaged event-related potentials (ERPs) derived from the EEG map onto diverse perceptual and cognitive states and processes (Rugg and Coles 1995). However, definitively identifying the neural generators of ERP components measuring specific cognitive operations has been intractable because the number of source configurations that can produce a given EEG voltage distribution on the scalp is infinite (Hillyard and Anllo-Vento 1998; Luck et al. 2006). Helmholtz (1853) proved that when the number of electrical generators is unknown, an infinite number of inverse solutions can account for any pattern of voltages across a sphere (like the head). Since the dawn of human electrophysiology, investigators have sought solutions to this inverse problem (Adrian and Matthews 1934; Walter 1938). Modern approaches infer the neural generators of human ERP components using source estimation algorithms (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006) or additional information from brain imaging (e.g., Heine et al. 1994). However, this basic problem will remain underdetermined without constraints from intracranial recordings.

Intracranial recordings from epilepsy patients have provided useful information (Lachaux et al. 2003; Michel et al. 2004), but clinical and ethical constraints limit the general utility of this approach. Intracranial recordings can be carried out systematically and thoroughly in nonhuman primates. However, this is predicated on the homology of specific ERP components in humans and nonhuman primates. Several studies have identified ERP components in monkeys that are homologous to those in humans (Arthur and Starr 1984; Glover et al. 1991; Javitt et al. 1992; Lamme et al. 1992; Mehta et al. 2000a,b; Puller et al. 1992; Schroeder et al. 1991, 1992). Recently, we described a macaque homologue of the N2pc (an abbreviation of N2-posterior-contralateral, hereafter referred to as m-N2pc) (Woodman et al. 2007), an ERP component that measures the allocation of covert visual attention (Luck and Hillyard 1994a,b). We determined that the m-N2pc is maximal over extrastriate visual cortex and that the time and magnitude of the m-N2pc vary with visual search array set size. These properties parallel observations in humans.

The N2pc has been critical in distinguishing between models of attentional deployment during visual search because it provides a millisecond-by-millisecond measure of the focusing of attention in the left or right visual field (Woodman and Luck 1999, 2003b). The N2pc indexes a covert visual attention mechanism that is sensitive to the degree of distractor suppression required during visual search (Luck and Hillyard 1994a,b; Luck et al. 1997) and a perceptual selection mechanism that operates independent of later stages of processing (Woodman and Luck 2003a). When the N2pc was discovered, it was hypothesized to result from feedback from an attentional-control structure because this index of covert attention occurred after the earliest evidence for attentional selection found using spatial cuing paradigms (Heine et al. 1994; Hopf et al. 2004; Luck and Hillyard 1994a). By establishing the homology between the N2pc in human and monkey, we can now test hypotheses about the origin of the N2pc.

To understand the dynamics of this component, we collected three measures of neural activity while macaque monkeys performed a difficult visual search task. We recorded intracranially from microelectrodes in the frontal eye field (FEF), an area in prefrontal cortex involved in covert visual selection hypothesized to represent a saliency map used to guide attention (Cohen et al. 2009a; Sato et al. 2003; Sato et al. 2001; Schall 2004; Schall and Hanes 1993; Thompson and Bichot 2005; Thompson et al. 1997, 2005). The first neural measure was from the spike times of single neurons in FEF that discriminate between target and distractors during visual search. The second measure was from local field potentials (LFPs) recorded simultaneously with the single neurons that exhibit polarization differences for the target compared with distractors (Monosov et al. 2008). The LFP is believed to be a weighted average of dendrosomatic activity of about $10^7$ neurons in approximately 1 mm$^2$ of cerebral cortex (Braitenberg
and Schüz 1991; Katzner et al. 2009; Logothetis and Wandell 2004; Rockel et al. 1980). The third measure was the m-N2pc component, which is maximal over extrastriate visual cortex. ERP components have been estimated to arise from a weighted average of the LFPs summing from the synchronous activity of around 10^7 neurons in about 6 cm^2 of cortex (Cooper et al. 1965; Ebersole 1997; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). These electrophysiological signals provide millisecond resolution of attention-related activity at multiple spatial scales.

By measuring these three signals we addressed a simple question: when the brain selects a target on which to allocate attention, does it happen all at once or through some sequence of processes at different scales in different places? The answer provides insight into the origin of the m-N2pc. If, under the conditions tested, the m-N2pc is driven by feedback from the selection process in FEF, then we should find that 1) target selection in FEF precedes the m-N2pc and 2) the amplitude of FEF activity correlates with the amplitude of the m-N2pc trial by trial.

**METHODS**

**Behavioral task and recording**

We recorded spikes from FEF neurons and LFPs from the same microelectrodes in both hemispheres of two male macaque monkeys (*Macaca radiata*, identified as Q and S). Simultaneously, we recorded ERPs from skull electrodes located at approximately OL/OR and T5/T6 in the human 10–20 system scaled to the macaque skull. In monkey S, we also recorded from anterior and middle electrodes corresponding to F3/F4 and C1/C2 in the human 10–20 system. The monkeys performed a memory-guided saccade task and a visual search task. In the search task, monkeys searched for a target (T or L in one of four orientations) among distractors (L or T). Distractors could be homogeneous (oriented uniformly) or heterogeneous (oriented randomly). Each trial began with the monkeyfixating a central spot for about 600 ms. A target was then presented at one of eight isoeccentric locations equally spaced around the fixation spot (Fig. 1A). The other seven locations contained one, three, or seven distractor stimuli (set sizes 2, 4, and 8). The monkey was given a liquid reward for making a single saccade to the target location and fixing it for 1,000 ms. This single-saccadic-response criterion was used to ensure that the animals would process the search array prior to their response, enabling us to observe the deployment of covert attention to the target. Within sessions, trials with different set sizes were randomly interleaved. Across sessions the monkeys alternated between searching for Ts with Ls as distractors or Ls with Ts as distractors.

Activity from each neuron was recorded during a memory-guided saccade task to distinguish visual- from movement-related activity (Bruce and Goldberg 1985; Hikosaka and Wurtz 1983). The target was flashed alone for 80 ms. Monkeys were required to maintain fixation for 400–1,000 ms after the target onset. When the fixation spot disappeared, the monkey was rewarded for a saccade to the remembered location of the target.

Our data set consisted of 57 neurons from monkey Q and 23 neurons from monkey S, with simultaneously recorded LFPs and ERPs. Spikes were sorted on-line and off-line using principal-components analysis and template matching (Plexon). FEF LFPs were recorded from the same electrodes (2- to 5-MΩ impedance) as the single neurons, sampled at 1 kHz, and filtered at 0.7–170 Hz, using Plexon head-stage HST/8 050-G20 with an input impedance of 38 MΩ. EEG signals were sampled at 1 kHz and filtered between 0.7 and 170 Hz. A guide tube used with the microelectrodes, in contact with the surface of the dura, was used as reference for the LFP signal. The frontal EEG electrode (approximating human Fz) was used as reference for the EEG signal (Woodman et al. 2007).

Monkeys were surgically implanted with a head post, a subconjunctival scleral eye coil, EEG electrodes, and recording chambers under aseptic conditions with isoflurane anesthesia. Antibiotics and analgesics were administered postoperatively. All surgical and experimental procedures were in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

**Data analysis**

To measure the firing rate of each neuron, we used a spike density function, convolving each spike with a kernel resembling a postsyn-
aptic potential (Thompson et al. 1996). We used a memory-guided saccade task to classify neurons (Cohen et al. 2009b). Visual neurons had significantly greater activity in the 100 ms after the target flash than in the 100 ms before the target flash. Movement neurons had greater responses in the 100 ms leading up to the saccade than in the 100 ms before the target flash. Visuomovement neurons had greater responses in the 100 ms after the target flash and in the 100 ms leading up to the saccade than in the 100 ms before the target flash. Neurons analyzed in this study exhibited tonic visual and visuomovement activity with firing rates above baseline during the memory delay in the memory-guided task.

To measure the time of target selection, we used millisecond-by-millisecond Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. Selection time is defined as the time at which the distribution of activity when the search target was inside a neuron’s receptive field (RF) was significantly greater than the distribution of activity when the target was opposite the receptive field for 10 consecutive milliseconds with \( P < 0.01 \). This “neuron–antineuron” approach (Britten et al. 1992; Thompson et al. 1996) presumes that a population of neurons in the brain representing the location of the target competes with a population of neurons representing the location of distractors opposite the target. No difference in target selection time was seen between visual neurons and visuomovement neurons.

We measured target selection time in LFPs and ERPs similarly. The beginning of the m-N2pc is simply the target selection time in ERPs as defined earlier. Because ERPs do not have receptive fields per se, we did two kinds of comparisons. The first comparison was based on the RF of the neuron recorded simultaneously with the ERP; we measured the difference between the ERPs on trials when the search array target was inside the single neuron’s RF and the ERPs on trials when the target fell at the location(s) opposite the neuron’s RF. The second comparison was the more typical approach used in ERP research: we measured the difference between the ERPs on trials when the target was in the hemifield contralateral to the EEG electrode and the ERPs on trials when the target was in the hemifield ipsilateral to the EEG electrode. Of the 80 recording sessions, each neuron selected the target of search, 56 LFPs selected the target, and 77 ERPs selected the target. Thus for the paired comparisons of simultaneously recorded neurons and LFPs (and LFPs and ERPs) the sample size was 56.
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Values are means ± SE. Pairwise comparisons are Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with significant differences highlighted: * \( P < 0.05 \); ** \( P < 0.001 \).
We also measured the trial-by-trial correlation in the amplitude of modulation of spike rate, LFP polarization, and ERP polarization in the 56 spike–LFP–ERP triplets in which all three signals selected the target. We computed a Pearson correlation coefficient for each simultaneously recorded spikes–ERP (and spikes–LFP) pair using the trial-by-trial spike rate and integral of ERP (or LFP) amplitude in a window from 150 ms after the search array appeared until saccade initiation (to exclude the initial nonselective visual response), divided by the length of the time window. Similarly, we computed the correlation for each LFP–ERP pair using the trial-by-trial integral of the amplitude in the same time window, divided by the length of the window.

To measure the onset time of visual activity in each signal, we compared baseline activity in the 100 ms before search array onset to each millisecond of activity after array onset. We used millisecond-by-millisecond Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to compare the two distributions. To ensure that our measurements of covert attentional selection were not an artifact of the overt response required to perform the task we also analyzed the signals truncated 20 ms prior to the saccade response. These analyses yielded the same pattern of results. Visual onset time was defined as the first time when activity after array onset exceeded baseline activity for 10 consecutive milliseconds with $P < 0.01$. All statistical tests were done with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. All analyses were done with R (http://www.r-project.org/; Cohen and Cohen 2008).

**RESULTS**

**Behavior**

Two monkeys searched for a target stimulus among one, three, or seven distractor stimuli (set sizes 2, 4, and 8) composed of the same basic features in a T/L search display (Fig. 1A). Both monkeys responded to larger set sizes with longer saccade response times (Fig. 1B, Table 1), demonstrating the attentional demands of the task (Cohen et al. 2009a; Duncan and Humphreys 1989; Treisman and Gelade 1980).

**Target selection time**

We recorded spiking activity from 57 neurons in monkey Q and 23 neurons in monkey S, simultaneously with LFPs in FEF.
and the m-N2pc from EEG electrodes over extrastriate visual cortex. Each neuron exhibited visual responses and sustained activity during a memory-guided saccade task. We compared target selection time in each of the three measures of neural activity, defined as the time at which each signal discriminated between the target and distractors.

Figure 2 shows representative simultaneous recordings of spikes and LFPs in FEF and the m-N2pc in the ERP over extrastriate visual cortex. The FEF neuron initially responded at the same rate when the target or only distractors appeared in its RF but then evolved to select the target of search by increasing discharge rate when the target was in its RF relative to when a distractor was in its RF. The concurrently recorded LFP exhibited an equivalent early polarization when the target was in the neuron’s RF relative to when only distractors were in the neuron’s RF followed by a greater negativity for the target relative to distractors. Likewise, the simultaneously recorded visual ERP over extrastriate visual cortex exhibited an initial period of unselective polarization in response to the search array, but eventually showed a more positive polarization when the target appeared inside the simultaneously recorded neuron’s RF relative to when a distractor appeared in the neuron’s RF (the m-N2pc). Thus qualitatively, each level and location of electrophysiological signal underwent the same state change from nonselective to a selective representation. However, this state change occurred at different times for each level of electrophysiological signal. A differential signal sufficient to locate the target occurred earliest in the spikes of the FEF neuron (113 ms after search array onset), later in the FEF LFP (163 ms), and latest in the visual ERP (183 ms). This was also observed in comparisons of all trials with the target contralateral compared with those with the target ipsilateral to the EEG electrode (Fig. 3).

Figure 4A demonstrates that this sequence of target selection was a common observation across the sample of sessions with different neurons recorded with LFPs at different sites in FEF and with the same posterior EEG electrodes. Overall, the target was selected significantly earlier by FEF single-neuron spikes (mean ± SE, 161 ± 3.4 ms) than by FEF LFPs (184 ± 3.7 ms) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( P < 0.001 \)), as observed previously (Monosov et al. 2008). Moreover, single neurons in FEF selected the target before the m-N2pc (207 ± 3.7 ms) (\( P < 0.001 \)). Likewise, the target was selected significantly earlier by FEF LFPs than by the ERPs, as reflected by the m-N2pc (\( P < 0.001 \); Table 1). The sequence of target selection timing was highly reliable within recording sessions for both monkeys (Figs. 4 and 5; Table 1). The average difference between FEF single-neuron selection time and LFP selection time was 31 ± 5.4 ms for monkey Q and 13 ± 5.9 ms for monkey S. The average difference between LFP selection time and the m-N2pc was 18 ± 4.3 ms for monkey Q and 22 ± 8.6 ms for monkey S, and the average difference between neuron selection time and the m-N2pc was 49 ± 5.6 ms for monkey Q and 37 ± 6.3 ms for monkey S.

To ensure that the delay of LFP and ERP signals relative to the spike rate modulation was not an artifact of the recording procedures, we measured the latency of the earliest visual response in each neural signal. The earliest visual response was observed in FEF LFPs (Table 1), in agreement with a recent study of the relationship between visually responsive neurons and concurrently recorded LFPs (Monosov et al. 2008). The latencies of the initial nonselective visual ERP component were similar to those observed in extrastriate areas such as V4 (Schmolesky et al. 1998). Across monkeys, the onset of the earliest visual response was 57 ms for the FEF LFPs, 67 ms for FEF neurons, and 72 ms for the posterior visual ERPs. Thus the differences we observed in the timing of attentional selection signals cannot be explained by inherent differences in when the first visual activity was observed across the different signals.

Results of these analyses are consistent with the hypothesis that feedback from FEF contributes to the generation of the m-N2pc component. This was tested further by assessing whether the target selection time in FEF and the m-N2pc varied in parallel with search array set size and saccade response time.

Set-size effects

As noted earlier, both monkeys produced longer saccade response times with larger set sizes (Fig. 1B, Table 1). The
single-unit recordings show that a delay in the time for FEF neurons to locate the target predicted the increase of saccade response time with set size (Cohen et al. 2009a) (Fig. 6). Next, we determined the extent to which delays of target selection by LFPs and the m-N2pc predicted the delay of saccade response time. Figure 6 shows that the time of target selection was delayed with increasing set size measured through single FEF neurons (linear regression slope 3.0 ± 1.4 SE ms/item for monkey Q, 2.7 ± 2.3 ms/item for monkey S), FEF LFPs (5.0 ± 1.9 Q, 3.0 ± 4.0 S), and the m-N2pc (9.6 ± 1.4 Q, 6.8 ± 1.8 S). Thus increasing the set size led to delayed target selection for the FEF activity and the m-N2pc. Note that this delay was significantly greater for the m-N2pc than that for FEF LFPs or single neurons.

**Trial-by-trial correlation of spike rate, LFP, and ERP amplitude**

If FEF contributes to the generation of the m-N2pc measured over extrastriate visual cortex, then the amplitude of FEF activity and posterior ERPs should covary across trials. We used FEF single-neuron spikes, FEF LFPs, and the extrastriate ERPs that selected the target from distractors and computed the correlation coefficients from trials in which the target was inside the neuronal RFs. The trial-by-trial correlation between the spike rate of individual neurons in FEF and the integral of ERP amplitude was significant in just 4 of the 56 pairs (Fisher’s z test, P < 0.05; Fig. 7A). In contrast, the trial-by-trial correlation between the integral of FEF LFP and extrastriate ERP amplitude was significant in 34 of the 56 pairs (Fisher’s z test, P < 0.05; Fig. 7B). In addition, the LFP–ERP correlation coefficients were significantly larger when the target fell within the RFs (mean r ± SE, 0.26 ± 0.02), compared with when only distractors fell within the RFs (0.19 ± 0.02) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 0.05). The lack of correlation between spikes and ERPs was not a result of comparing different signal types. The trial-by-trial correlation between spikes and LFPs was significant in 32 of the 56 pairs (Fisher’s z test, P < 0.05; Fig. 7C). These amplitude correlations between FEF LFPs and posterior ERPs support the hypothesis that FEF contributes to the generation of the m-N2pc.

**Signal and noise in each measure of neural activity**

Although the timing of target selection by FEF neurons and LFP relative to the extrastriate ERPs is consistent with the hypothesis that the m-N2pc is driven by feedback from the selection process in FEF, we wanted to rule out a simple alternative explanation. The pattern of target selection times could just be a difference inherent in the neural measures at different spatial scales. In particular, the signal-to-noise characteristics of the spike times of single neurons may be different from the signal-to-noise characteristics of an LFP (derived from ∼10⁵ neurons) and from the signal-to-noise characteristics of an ERP component (derived from ∼10⁷ neurons). It may be that through summation the LFP and ERP become more reliable measures. Alternatively, the summation may introduce more noise into the LFP and ERP. To quantify the reliability of the signals at each spatial scale, we computed target selection time for each signal as a function of number of trials (Fig. 8, A and B). The estimate of target selection time tends to decrease with the number of trials contributing to the
calculation until an asymptote is reached (Bichot et al. 2001). We reasoned that target selection time would vary with trial number according to the signal-to-noise characteristics of the signals at different spatial scales. We fit an exponential function to the average curves of FEF single-neuron selection time, FEF LFP selection time, and the m-N2pc, TST = TST\textsubscript{max} + \text{min} e^{-n\tau} + TST\textsubscript{min}, where TST is target selection time; \(n\) is the number of trials; and \(\tau\), TST\textsubscript{max} + \text{min} and TST\textsubscript{min} are the decay (in units of trials), baseline (ms), and asymptote (ms) parameters that were free to vary. The mean decay parameter \(\tau \pm SE\) was 336 ± 96 trials for neurons, 308 ± 75 trials for LFPs, and 432 ± 125 trials for the m-N2pc for monkey Q, and 423 ± 224 trials for neurons, 209 ± 39 trials for LFPs, and 358 ± 245 trials for the m-N2pc for monkey S (Fig. 8C). These values were not significantly different from one another (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \(P > 0.1\)). The mean TST\textsubscript{min} ± SE was 139 ± 12 ms for neurons, 156 ± 6 ms for LFPs, and 157 ± 14 ms for the m-N2pc for monkey Q, and 134 ± 12 ms for neurons, 131 ± 80 ms for LFPs, and 164 ± 26 ms for the m-N2pc for monkey S (Fig. 8D). For monkey Q, TST\textsubscript{min} was significantly smaller for neurons than for LFPs than for ERPs (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \(P < 0.01\)), corresponding to the differences in target selection time reported earlier (Fig. 4; Table 1).

These fits show that the asymptote of target selection time was reached with fewer trials than the number of trials sampled in our data set (indicated by the black point and horizontal error bars in Fig. 8B). We next compared selection times across the three measures for varying numbers of sampled trials. When the number of trials exceeded 400, FEF single-neuron selection
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**FIG. 6.** Target selection time mean and SE for FEF single-neuron spikes (blue), FEF LFPs (green) and m-N2pc (red) for each set size for each monkey.
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**FIG. 7.** Trial-by-trial correlation between spike rates and ERP amplitude (A), between LFP and ERP amplitude (B), and between spike rates and LFP amplitude (C). Significant correlation coefficients are shown in dark bars (Fisher’s z test, \(P < 0.05\)). Dashed vertical lines indicate a correlation of zero.
means for the signals at each spatial scale were comparable (Fig. 2). Therefore the timing differences across the electrophysiological indices of attentional selection seem not to be an artifact of different signal-to-noise characteristics of the signals at different spatial scales.

Spatial distribution of the m-N2pc

To evaluate the possibility that dipoles in FEF contributed to the posterior ERPs, we measured ERPs from anterior, middle, and posterior pairs of lateralized electrode sites. As shown previously, the m-N2pc is not observed on anterior electrodes (Woodman et al. 2007). This is so despite the clear evidence of a target-selection process in LFPs recorded in FEF beneath these anterior surface electrode pairs (Fig. 9). Apparently, the LFPs in FEF do not create a dipole with the proper geometry to be observed on EEG electrodes over frontal cortex. This is not surprising, given the anatomical location of FEF in the rostral bank of the arcuate sulcus with pyramidal neurons oriented close to parallel to the surface of the skull.

If the LFPs generated in FEF create an electrical dipole oriented perpendicular to the pial surface of the frontal lobe, then this would result in a rostrocaudally oriented electrical field. Such an electric field could produce surface voltage density gradients over the parietal or occipital lobe. Thus it is possible that the m-N2pc is really a manifestation of the volume conduction of the FEF dipole. However, if this were the case, then because electrical signal conduction is essentially instantaneous in the conductive medium of the brain (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006), the m-N2pc should occur instantaneously with the FEF LFPs. This was not the case under the conditions of this experiment.

Shape of the ERP

ERPs over posterior cortex show a transient negative polarization in response to a visual stimulus in humans and monkeys known as the N1 component (Woodman et al. 2007). Curiously, a craniotomy over FEF in monkey S inverted the N1 to a positive polarization in the left hemisphere but not the right (Fig. 3). Note that the m-N2pc was not inverted; it remained a positive polarization. Importantly, the m-N2pc timing was not significantly different between left and right hemispheres for either monkey (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \( P > 0.2 \) for each monkey), although the shape of the target-selection signal was different between left and right hemispheres for each monkey (Fig. 3).

Signal distortion by the recording circuit

Recent work has shown that LFPs are distorted by the intrinsic filtering characteristics of high-impedance microelectrode recording circuits (Nelson et al. 2008). This distortion is systematic and can be corrected. An example corrected LFP is shown in Fig. 10. Target selection time was not significantly different between corrected and uncorrected LFPs. Because of this lack of difference in selection times, we report values drawn from the raw, uncorrected LFPs, to compare directly to a previous study (Monosov et al. 2008). The impedance of the EEG electrodes, 2–5 k\( \Omega \) measured at 30 kHz, was sufficiently low that it caused minimal signal distortion; indeed, when we applied the correction to ERPs, we saw no difference in target selection time between uncorrected and corrected signals.

FIG. 8. Target selection time as a function of number of trials. A: target selection time estimates as a function of randomly sampled (without replacement) trials from an example recording of an FEF single neuron (blue), FEF LFP (green), and extrastriate visual cortex ERP (m-N2pc; red). B: average target selection time estimates as a function of randomly sampled (with replacement) trials across recordings for FEF neurons (blue), FEF LFPs (green) and m-N2pc (red). The black point with SE bars indicates the number of trials sampled in our data set. C: decay parameter estimates from exponential fits to the selection time \( \times \) number of trials curve for each session. Gray boxes are from monkey Q, white boxes from monkey S. D: asymptote parameter estimates from the same exponential fits as in C.
DISCUSSION

To create a bridge between research investigating attentional selection using human ERPs and research using macaque intracranial electrophysiology, we recorded the putative macaque homologue of the N2pc component indexing covert selection simultaneously with spikes from single neurons and LFPs in FEF. We show that visual targets are selected by FEF spikes and LFPs earlier than the ERP component that is maximal over extrastriate visual cortex. Thus our findings support the hypothesis that the N2pc is generated due to feedback from an attentional-control structure (such as FEF) because in this visual search task the target is located by FEF before it is located by the m-N2pc. Before accepting this conclusion, we discuss three alternative explanations that can be ruled out.

First, the signal-to-noise characteristics of the spike times of single neurons may be different from the signal-to-noise characteristics of the ensemble activity measured with LFPs and ERPs. However, as shown earlier (Fig. 8), the three electrophysiological measures of target selection time exhibited similar reliability as a function of the number of trials sampled. If one of the signals were more reliable across trials, then the estimate of target selection time would have reached asymptote with fewer trials sampled. Not observing any difference is consistent with the basic observation of similar variability in the different signals (Fig. 2, Table 1) and rules out the possibility that the differences in timing were simply due to greater intrinsic signal-to-noise differences in the ERPs or LFPs relative to the neurons. This finding has implications for neural prosthetics. If the signal-to-noise ratio of spikes, LFPs, and ERPs are similar, then the ability to decode an appropriately chosen ERP will be similar to that of spikes.

Second, the difference in voltage polarity between human N2pc (negative) and macaque m-N2pc (positive) could mean that these potentials are measuring different underlying ERP components. However, this proposition would need to explain why the m-N2pc and the human N2pc have such similar timing (Figs. 2–5), task dependence (Fig. 6), and spatial distribution (Fig. 9). On the other hand, the difference in polarity can be explained by the difference in anatomy. The neural generator of the human N2pc is thought to include area V4 (Hopf et al. 2000; Luck et al. 1997). Macaque V4 is located partially on the surface of the prelunate gyrus (Gattass et al. 1988; Zeki 1971), whereas the human homologue of V4 is buried in a region containing multiple sulci and gyri (Orban et al. 2004; Sereno et al. 1995; Tootell and Hadjikhani 2001). Thus it is plausible that the m-N2pc has the opposite polarity of the human N2pc because of the differences in cortical folding between species. Indeed, similar reasoning about the contribution of cortical folding to the polarity of ERPs applies to at least two other ERP components. The human C1 has a negative polarity when a visual stimulus is presented above the horizontal meridian and a positive polarity when a stimulus is presented below the horizontal meridian, consistent with the shape of the calcarine sulcus (Clark et al. 1995). The lateralized readiness potential has a negative polarity preceding hand movements and a positive polarity preceding foot movements, consistent with the opposing locations of the hand (lateral) and foot (medial) representations in primary motor cortex (Brunia and Vingerhoets 1980; Leuthold and Jentzsch 2002). Thus based on differences in cortical folding between macaques and humans,
we believe that the m-N2pc is homologous to the human N2pc.

Third, one might hypothesize that an ERP component recorded outside the brain arises with some delay after the synaptic events in the dipole source producing that ERP component. We can reject this hypothesis because, whereas EEG is subject to spatial distortion, it is not delayed relative to synaptic activity (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). Thus the remaining and most plausible hypothesis is that, under the conditions tested, target selection in FEF precedes that of the m-N2pc.

Our results demonstrate that the brain selects a target during visual search through a sequence of processes manifesting in the frontal lobe before posterior visual areas. This attentional cascade occurs in the spike rates of single neurons in FEF before the selective polarization of intracranial LFPs and the ERPs recorded through the skull, which represent a summation of field potentials in the brain. This shows that the N2pc component in primates does not index the earliest time that the brain selects a visual search target to receive the benefit of attention. This is consistent with evidence suggesting that areas that perform spatial visual selection lead those that perform detailed processing of object identity (Hopf et al. 2000).

These findings bear on hypotheses about the functional architecture of attention and visual search. The larger increase in m-N2pc onset than target selection time in FEF as a function of set size (Fig. 6) is consistent with the hypothesis that the selection process in a putative saliency map (such as FEF) takes less time than the focusing of visual attention performed in the areas generating the m-N2pc (Luck and Hillyard 1994b). Attentional models of visual search such as Guided Search (Wolfe 2007) propose that increased activity in the saliency map precedes the effects of focusing visual attention on the target representation in extrastriate visual cortex, resulting in the binding of target features.

We also rule out a simple feedforward architecture, in which visual signals propagate only from visual cortex to frontal cortex. The data support theories of attention that propose that top-down input from frontal cortex guides attentional selection in visual cortical areas (Bundesen et al. 2005; Desimone and Duncan 1995; Lamme and Roelfsema 2000). FEF is situated chronometrically and anatomically to influence areas such as V4 and IT (Barone et al. 2000; Gregoriou et al. 2009; Schmolesky et al. 1998) and it appears that target-selecting neurons in FEF may be a major source of signals to extrastriate visual cortex (Pouget et al. 2009). The potency of this signal has been demonstrated in humans and macaques. Transcranial magnetic stimulation over human FEF biases attention in the corresponding part of space and visual ERPs (Juan et al. 2008; Taylor et al. 2007) and microstimulation of macaque FEF biases attention and activity in extrastriate visual cortex (Armstrong et al. 2006). Finally, our results provide the first direct test of the hypothesis that the N2pc is due to feedback from an area that controls the focus of visuospatial attention (Luck and Hillyard 1994b). The timing of this feedback may depend strongly on task demands. A recent study reported that attentional modulation occurred on average 8 ms earlier in FEF neurons than in V4 neurons (Gregoriou et al. 2009), although this measurement had a large amount of variability. Our results indicate nearly an order-of-magnitude greater time difference (ranging from ~30 to 70 ms depending on set size). This difference may have arisen from a difference in the attentional demands of the task or the contribution of other areas in extrastriate or parietal cortex to the m-N2pc. Gregoriou et al. (2009) suggested that the 8-ms delay corresponded to the axonal transmission time between FEF and V4. However, the reliability of axonal conduction cannot explain the degree of variability in their estimate. The time differences we measured are long enough to permit axonal conduction plus synaptic integration, which seems more plausible for an interaction of the sort described by models of top-down processing.

In addition to our conclusions about the relationship between FEF and the m-N2pc, we also replicated a recent finding in FEF: LFPs select visual targets later than the simultaneously recorded spikes (Monosov et al. 2008). This may seem counterintuitive; if the LFP represents synaptic potentials that lead...
to spikes, then one might expect them to show target selection before spikes. Indeed, the initial visual responses were earlier in the LFPs than in the spikes (Table 1). However, the later target selection times in LFPs than those in spikes suggests that FEF LFPs reflect nonselective visual inputs to FEF neurons, whereas FEF spikes reflect the outcome of target selection that is computed in FEF itself.

Despite this seemingly clear dissociation between FEF inputs and outputs, our results also challenge the view that LFPs represent only the synaptic input to a region of cortex. We observed a strong trial-by-trial correlation between FEF LFPs and posterior ERPs, but not between FEF spikes and posterior ERPs (Fig. 7). If spikes represent output from a cortical area and LFPs represent strictly input, then these correlations could reflect that the neural generator of the m-N2pc also projected to FEF but that FEF did not project directly to the neural generator of the m-N2pc. Because the projection from FEF to extrastriate cortex is strong (Barone et al. 2000; Pouget et al. 2009) and it is likely that many of the neurons we recorded projected to extrastriate cortex (see Fig. 5 in Thompson et al. 1996), this explanation seems unlikely. Thus we propose that the weak correlations between spikes and ERPs reflect the weak relationships between these signals. Indeed, several studies have shown weak relationships between spikes and slow-wave EEG (Buchwald et al. 1965; Fromm and Bond 1964, 1967; Marsan 1965; but see Baker et al. 2003; Foote et al. 1980). We also propose that the strong correlations between LFPs and ERPs represent the strong relationship between aggregate local synaptic processing of target selection in FEF and the neural generator of the m-N2pc, suggesting that LFPs do not reflect only input to a cortical area.

The findings from this combination of techniques provide a step toward understanding the neural basis of selective visual processing across spatial scales and brain areas. Recording ERP components simultaneously with LFPs and single-neuron activity achieves two goals of cognitive neuroscience. First, recording ERPs from macaques performing the same tasks used in studies of humans allows us to bridge the gap between human and nonhuman primate electrophysiology. Second, this combination of methods yields data with excellent spatial and temporal resolution. This has been the goal of combining ERP and imaging methods, although this marriage of neuroscientific techniques uses source estimation procedures that are themselves suggestive, not definitive, due to a number of factors (e.g., Hillyard and Anllo-Vento 1998; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). Our study shows how hypotheses about the generation of human ERP components can be tested by recording multiple electrophysiological measures from primates exhibiting homologous ERP components. Understanding the neural substrates of noninvasive electrophysiological measures of human cognition is vital for progress in testing psychological theories, treating disorders, and creating brain–computer interfaces.
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